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Platform Simplifying Tech & Channel Partner
Discovery for SMBs

PARTNER2B Partnerships Platform

PARTNER2B launches a platform for SMBs

to easily find the right B2B tech and

channel partners, aiming to simplify and

foster business growth.

MIAMI, UNITES STATES, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- PARTNER2B, the

innovative new platform for B2B

partnerships, has officially launched,

providing small and medium

businesses (SMB) with a powerful tool

for finding the right technology and

channel partners. With the increasing

importance of strategic partnerships, PARTNER2B aims to simplify and streamline the process of

finding and connecting with the right B2B partners for SMBs.

The platform offers a comprehensive database of potential partners, allowing businesses to

At PARTNER2B, we believe a

b2b business's strength

comes from its

partnerships. Our platform

is a gateway to possibilities

where SMBs can find the

right tech and channel

partners to innovate and

grow.”

Elena Zapolyanskaya

search and filter based on specific criteria such as target

industry, location, and partner type. This eliminates the

toughest step in partner discovery - manually searching for

and vetting potential partners. Additionally, PARTNER2B

utilizes advanced algorithms to match businesses with

compatible partners, increasing the likelihood of successful

partnerships.

"We are thrilled to announce the launch of PARTNER2B, a

game-changing platform for B2B partnerships," said CEO

Elena Zapolyanskaya. "We understand the challenges

SMBs face when trying to find the right partners, and our

goal is to make that process as efficient and effective as

possible. With PARTNER2B, businesses can easily connect with partners who share their goals

and values, leading to mutually beneficial collaborations."

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.partner2b.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elena-zap/


In addition to its partnership matchmaking capabilities, PARTNER2B also offers a range of

resources and tools to help businesses manage and nurture their partnerships. This includes a

learning hub for newcomers to B2B partnerships, a directory of tools and services for

partnership teams, and access to the latest industry news and trends.

PARTNER2B is now live and available for SMBs in fintech, eCommerce and industry-agnostic

vendors and channel partners. To learn more and sign up for the platform, visit

www.partner2b.com. With its user-friendly interface and advanced features, PARTNER2B is

poised to become the go-to platform for B2B partnerships.
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